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Abstract— Mobile ad hoc network is a collection of mobile 

devices which are communicating in self-organizing manner 

to support the communication additionally there are not any 

centralized control available for support the security and 

performance. Thus a number of contributions are made for 

providing solution for security and performance issues in 

network. This presented work is an investigation of the 

recently made solutions for the security in ad hoc network as 

well as the performance issues in network. Thus for 

experimentation and demonstration two more frequently 

deployable attacks namely Black hole and wormhole attacks 

are considered for work. 

In order to provide the efficient and secure solution first the 

efficient routing protocol is obtained which servers efficiently 

not only for small networks as well as for large networks. 

Therefore in comparison of DSR routing protocol AODV 

routing protocol is considered for implementation. 

Furthermore, the solution is derived using the attack 

characteristics first for distinguish the Black hole attack their 

packet drop and for the wormhole detection the RTT 

threshold is obtained first. These thresholds are used to 

discover safe route among the source and destination. The 

given method not only optimize the security in network that 

also delivery the data efficiently. 

The implementation of the proposed modification is 

performed in network simulator 2 environment and the 

performance is computed in terms of end to end delay, 

throughput and packet delivery ratio. The obtained results 

show the effectiveness of solution for attack conditions 

communication. Thus the proposed solution is more adoptable 

and efficient than the traditional security and routing 

solutions.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  

The proposed study addresses the challenges and issues in 

mobile ad hoc network. Due to weak performance and 

rapid configuration of network technology that is keep 

attracted researchers. The given chapter includes the 

overview of presented work. Mobile ad hoc network is a 

new generation network technology that is self-defined by 

their name ad hoc network. The main advantage of such 

kind of network is their rapid configuration and hurdle free 

operation. The MANET is adoptable in those areas where 

the network management and maintenance is complex 

enough such as remote areas and battle field. Due to their 

advance technique there are no needs to install a stable 

infrastructure for organizing the network. Due to mobility 

and adoptive nature of network various different issues are 

arises in this network. The main issue of the network is 

performance and security, most of the time network adopts 

those nodes that are untrusted. Therefore the performance 

of network is affected due to the malicious behaviour of 

newly joined node. Therefore most of the security issues 

are arises through the routing protocols. Therefore in this 

study routing protocols and their type of attacks are 

investigated and explored for finding the solution of 

routing protocol based attack deployment. Mobile ad hoc 

network is a group of wirelessly connected network 

devices. In this network all the nodes having similar 

functionality and features. All the participating devices are 

free to move independently in any direction at random 

speed. In this network not any kind of fixed infrastructure 

is available for communication. Therefore the nodes those 

are not in range of the source nodes who wants to send data 

is transmitted through the multi-hop option. In this kind of 

message transmission the network simulates the 

cooperative behaviour, and message is transferred using the 

intermediate nodes in network. Due to this the proposed 

study is focused on study of different kinds of attack 

deployed in the network and their solution development. In 

this study two main issues is aimed namely black-hole and 

wormhole attack. Both kinds of attacks are different in 

characteristics and can harm the network in different 

manners. In black-hole attack the malicious node attracts 

traffic and drop most of the data. On the other hand more 

than two attackers are involved in wormhole attack; both 

the malicious nodes are connected through the high speed 

data buses. Most of the time these nodes capture data and 

tunnel it, so due to this TTL of data are expired and a 

significant amount of data are lost in network. Therefore 

required to develop a new approach by which the MANET 

can be preserved for the serious attack situations.       

 

II. PROPOSED WORK 
 

A. Problem Domain 

In the proposed work the main aim is to design such kind 

of method by which the network becomes free from the 

black and wormhole attack. The main issues and challenges 

are given in these sections.  

1. During black-hole attack a certain amount of data 

is lost.  
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2. Black hole attack attracts traffic by promising to 

have a shortest path between source and 

destination. 

3. Wormhole attack misguide the traffic during 

attack conditions 

4. There is not a much promising way to detect the 

accurate location of wormhole link in network. 

Therefore a new kind of technique required to find by 

which the selected route between source and destination 

that is secure and free from the attackers. 

B. Solution Domain 

The solution for the above described issues in network 

leads to find a secure and optimum route between source 

and destination. Therefore, the proposed solution 

considered two main parameters by which the selected 

route is ensured for security. 

1. During the route discovery process in the AODV 

routing protocol, first source node send the RREQ 

message. At this time when RREQ packet is received 

by the attacker node. First attacker response the source 

node with a RREP packet. The source router finds a 

shortest path for destination through the malicious 

node and all the data is dropped by attacker node. 

Therefore if a node having a higher packet drop ratio it 

may be suspected node. 

2. Wormhole is a complex kind of attack deployment, in 

this attack more than one attacker can involve in 

network and misguide the traffic. In addition of that 

due to mobility and tunnelling the wormhole attack is 

not detected. In addition of that the geo positioning 

based algorithms are failed to approximate the issue in 

network. Therefore with the packet drop ratio the 

transmission delay between source and target is 

desired to compute for secure communication. 

This section provides the basic solution for finding the 

optimum route between source and destination. In the next 

section the proposed method is concluded using algorithm 

steps. 

 

C. Algorithm Design  

The solution algorithm design is formulated as: 

Assumptions  

a. Black hole attack attract network traffic and 

increases the packet drop ratio 

b. Wormhole link tunnel the packets from one end 

and deliver the packet at other end in network.  

c. Under attack conditions total time required in 

deliver a packet from malicious route is greater 

than to the normal route. 

Pseudo code 

a. Broad cast the RREQ packet to 1 hop nodes. 

• Start timer 

b. Wait for RREP message 

• Stop timer 

c. Add additional information in routing table  

• Th = Stop time-start time 

• PDR(packet drop) 

d. Traverse through source node to destination and 

compute 

•  

e. If A th> T th 

• Path contains wormhole link 

• Remove path entry  

f. If PDR > PDR th 

• Path contains black hole 

• Remove path entry 

g. Else  

• Select route for transmission 

D. Algorithm description 

The given algorithm is an adoptive technique of attack 

detection and prevention. In this technique first the network 

performance is tested in terms of packet drop ratio and 

average time consumption during normal (ideal conditions 

with any attacker node). Using the obtained performance 

the threshold values for algorithm is computed. Than after, 

during route discovery in AODV routing protocol the 

allowable threshold is checked for individual intermediate 

to distinguish honest node or malicious node. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

This chapter provides understanding about the 

implementation of the proposed concept of secure routing 

against the Blackhole and wormhole attack in mobile ad 

hoc network. Additionally the chapter includes the 

simulation scenarios and network environment setup for 

experimentation. 

A. Network Simulation Setup 

To prepare the desired simulation model for detection and 

prevention of Blackhole and wormhole attack the below 

given network parameters are used as listed in given table 

4.1. The table includes the network parameters and the 

values for the simulation environment. 

 

Simulation 

properties 

Values 

Antenna model Omni Antenna 

Dimension 750 X 550 

Radio-propagation Two Ray Ground 

Channel Type Wireless Channel     

No of Mobile Nodes 43 

Routing protocol AODV 

Time of simulation 10.0 Sec. 

Table 1. Simulation setup 
 

B. Simulation Scenarios  

The given section demonstrate the simulation conditions 

and experimental environment by which the problem 

domain and suggested solution’s effect is provided. 

1. Using simple network: that is an ideal condition of 

network when not any malicious node is introduced. In 

these conditions the threshold values are calculated for 

restricting the malicious node in network. 

2. Attack conditions: in this simulation scenario the 

network is deployed with the attacker nodes namely 

black hole node and wormhole nodes. In addition of 

that the performance of the system is evaluated. 
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Figure 1 network under attack 

 

3. Solution scenario: in this simulation the proposed 

method for detection and prevention of the black hole 

and wormhole attack is simulated and performance of 

the proposed system is estimated. The simulation 

screen given in figure 1 demonstrates the solution 

scenario. In this given simulation sender and receiver 

nodes are labelled with blue fonts in figure that are 

presented through 0 and 4 node. And the malicious 

node is given using the node 7 and 8 the green node 

represents the wormhole link in network. 

 

VI. RESULT ANALYSIS 

The given chapter provides the results analysis from the 

different experimentation performed with the network 

simulation. The reported results are one of the most 

optimum result that are obtained. 

A. Packet delivery ratio 

Packet delivery ratio provides information about the 

performance of any routing protocols, where PDR is 

estimated using the formula given 

 
The amount of packet is delivered during a communication 

session is defined as packet delivery ratio. 

 

 
 

Figure 2 AODV PDR under attack 
 

The figure 2 shows the experimentation results of AODV 

routing protocol under the attack conditions. In this 

diagram the X axis shows the simulation time and Y axis 

shows the amount of packets delivered at the destination in 

terms of percentage. According to the observation during 

the attack in network too few amount of data is riches at 

the destination therefore the packet delivery ratio is varies 

between 0-12%. On the other hand the proposed secure 

routing protocol is simulated using figure 2. In this diagram 

the packet delivery ratio is also simulated in terms of 

percentage which is varies between 69-99%. Therefore the 

results show the effectiveness of the proposed secure 

routing protocol against the Blackhole and wormhole 

attack. According to the observation of proposed routing 

protocol’s performance both attacks are neutralized or not 

much effective during the secure route discovery and 

packets securely delivered to the destination end. 
 

 
Figure 3 proposed technique’s PDR under attack 

 

Finally the comparative performance under attack 

conditions are simulated using figure 3, where the 

performance difference of both namely traditional and 

proposed AODV routing can be shown clearly. 

 
Figure 4 Comparative PDR under attack 

 

B. End to end delay 

 
Figure 5 AODV e2e delay under attack 

 

End to end day on network refers to the time taken for a 

packet to be transmitted across a network from source to 

destination device, this delay is calculated using the below 

given formula. 
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Figure 6 Proposed algorithm e2e delay under attack 

 

The performance of the AODV routing under attack 

conditions in terms of end to end delay is given using 

figure 4 in addition of that the performance of the proposed 

routing protocol is given using figure 5. Additionally the 

comparative end to end delay of both the routing protocols 

is simulated using figure 6. In all the simulation results the 

X axis shows the simulation time and the Y axis shows the 

corresponding end to end delay in terms of milliseconds. 

According to the obtained comparative outcomes end to 

end delay of the proposed technique is less than the 

traditional routing protocol under the attack conditions. 

During attack conditions the end to end delay of network 

higher because the packets are misrouted or attempting to 

deliver in unavailable host in network thus the no packets 

are reached at the destination end therefore the end to end 

delay of network is unexpectedly increases and decreases.  

 
Figure 7 comparative e2e delay 

 

C. Throughput  

Network throughput is the usual rate of successful delivery 

of a message over a communication medium. This data 

may be transmit over a physical or logical link, or pass by a 

certain network node. The throughput is calculated in terms 

of bit/s or bps, and occasionally in terms of data packets 

per time slot or data packets per second. 

Received data = ($bytes/$time)* 8/1000000 

througput_in_mbps = bytes_recv_per_unit_of_time* 

8/1000000 

The throughput of the network in terms of KBPS is 

estimated for the network in both the conditions during 

simple AODV protocol implementation and after 

implementation of the proposed secure routing protocol. 

The simulation results during simple AODV routing 

protocol implementation is given using figure 5.7 in this 

diagram the bandwidth consumption  

 
Figure 8 AODV throughputs under attack 

 

 
Figure 9 proposed algorithm throughput under attack 

 

Of network tends to zero because fewer amount of data are 

delivered at client end and on the other hand the throughput 

of the network as given in figure 7 are increases therefore 

the number of successfully delivered packets are increases. 

Thus the performance of the network under the attack 

during the proposed routing protocol is efficient than the 

traditional routing protocol. 

 
Figure 10 comparative throughputs under attack  

 

Additionally the comparative performance in terms of 

throughput is given using figure 8 in this diagram the 

proposed routing protocol consumes more bandwidth as 

compared to the traditional routing protocol in attack 

conditions thus the proposed routing protocol is not 

affected during Blac khole and wormhole attack. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The mobile ad hoc network is one of most popular wireless 

network technology which promises to provide solution for 

next generation mobile computing and communication. 

The key advantages of this network are mobility and 

adoptability of network. Due to mobility the nodes can 

leave or join the network any time and also for frequent 

communication can use the multi-hop options. In this 
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communication manner limitation of limited radio range is 

overcome and nodes pass the information one from other. 

But the dark side of this advantage is that a malicious node 

can also join the network and harm the privacy and 

performance of network. 

During the survey there are various kinds of attack 

deployment techniques are found but Blackhole and 

wormhole are two key area of interest among researchers. 

But a limited number of solutions are found for detection 

and preventions for both. Therefore in this presented work 

a new kind of solution is introduced which provide solution 

for both of them using a single algorithm. Thus the 

proposed algorithm combines two different methods of 

malicious node detection techniques first is taken from the 

Blackhole behaviour as the packet drop threshold and 

second is motivated from the RTT calculations. Both the 

techniques are implemented with help of the traditional 

routing algorithm namely AODV routing protocol. The 

modification in this routing protocol is performed in such 

manner during the route discovery the protocol only 

considers the safe or secure route as compared to the 

shortest route.  

The advantage of this it not only secures the data during 

communication sessions that also provide efficient 

communication. The implementation of the proposed 

prototype is performed using the network simulator 2 

environment and the performance of the system is also 

demonstrated under attack conditions. The comparative 

outcomes of the traditional routing protocol and proposed 

modified AODV routing protocol is summarized using 

table 2. 
 

S. No. Parameters  Traditional AODV Modified AODV 

1 End to end 

delay  

High  Low  

2 Throughput Low  High  

3 Packet delivery 

ratio 

Low  High  

Table 2 performance summary 

 

According to the obtained performance of the traditional 

and proposed AODV routing protocol the proposed 

technique delivers high performance results even in attack 

conditions. Thus the proposed solution is more adoptable 

as compared to the traditional AODV routing. 

A. Future work 

The proposed routing protocol is more adoptable due to 

their security and the performance under attack conditions. 

Additionally that is a rule based technique which computes 

the thresholds of attack characteristics and implement using 

the route discovery options. Therefore the proposed 

technique is only feasible for link-layer attacks thus in near 

future the proposed technique can be optimized for other 

layers attack detection and prevention.   
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